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INTRODUCTION The sport-utility vehicle or the SUV, is today's modern status symbol and mode of transportation. However, this was not always the truth. The SUV is a recent development in the automotive and consumer world, its rapid rise in status taking hold about 15 years ago. How did a vehicle designed for towing and driving off-road becomes a vehicle driven on highways and neighborhoods in mass quantities?1 Why wouldn’t people drive more economical vans or cars? This subject requires a deep look into consumer behavior issues and theories. As a group we researched and leaned about the various aspects of consumer behavior which as well as how the external environment affects the purchases of sport utility vehicles. We chose this topic because the SUV is truly a social phenomenon, especially in the United States. Although they’re essentially trucks, sport utility vehicles are still driven by everyone from celebrities to “soccer moms”. They are wildly popular despite numerous poor features that most consumers would be swayed by. Such features include poor mileage, low comfort, and less visibility. In this paper, we investigated why consumers choose to purchase sport utility vehicles, as well as how recent external factors have affected the consumer’s choice to purchase them. Through our project we hope to gain a better, hands-on understanding of what goes through a consumer's mind when purchasing a product. We also hope to be able to formulate better strategies and recommendations for marketing SUV to the public.
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BACKGROUND There are quite a few reasons why some people choose SUVs as their form of transportation. Some are utilitarian reasons; others can be seen as more hedonic. Utilitarian2 reasons are reasons that concern actual utility or logical use of a product. Hedonic3 reasons are based off wants that give people pleasure. An example of a hedonic need is the feeling of superiority an SUV gives one when they are seated higher than others on the road. Another could be certain desire to own a vehicle that is noticeably larger than every other vehicle in the neighborhood. Certain people choose SUVs for their business due to its ability to carry both people and cargo at the same time. They feel that the cargo space is better than a car or van; the consumer can attain more value4 from an SUV. This is a utilitarian need being fulfilled. The term value refers to product-specific values, which a consumers receives from product features that are use and important to them, such as cargo space or four-wheel drive. Consumers also choose SUVs for towing capabilities, such as towing boats, trailers, snowmobiles and jet skis. Sport Utility Vehicles serve this need much better than cars do. SUV’s usually also come equipped with bigger engines and four wheel drive. This was the primary reason SUV's were able to penetrate the market in the first place. Many consumers believe a nice SUV is an indicator of wealth and status, and many buy them because they can afford them.



This shows it is possible an SUV a consumer's ego needs5



in the Maslow hierarchy.6 This refers to the hierarchical needs developed by Abraham Maslow to define a kind of ranking order for people's needs. These “ego needs” are feelings a person's needs of self-worth, as well as their feeling of worth in society. 2



Solomon, 2004, Consumer Behavior page 114 Solomon, 2004, Consumer Behavior page 114 4 Solomon, 2004, Consumer Behavior page 133 5 Solomon, 2004, Consumer Behavior page 121 6 Solomon, 2004, Consumer Behavior page 121 3
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Finally, many people believe that SUVs are safer since they are larger. The rationale behind this is the bigger the vehicle, the more likely it would be able to withstand a collision. These are some of the reasons people purchase Sport Utility Vehicles. These vehicles are typically expensive, infrequent purchases that require extensive problem solving7 on the part of the consumer. Extensive problem solving is situations that require research, time, and effort to determine as opposed to inexpensive, habitual decisions. One can see as with any other consumer product, various factors work together to determine whether someone will purchase an SUV or not. SUV's can also be seen as an example of approach-avoidance8 conflict, where consumers would like the towing capability or social status associated with SUVs, but does not want the low gas mileage or lack of comfort. Later, we are also going to examine how external factors in the environment are affecting SUVs attitudes and sales figures.



METHODOLOGY For this research assignment, we will research consumer attitudes about Sport Utility vehicles with a variety of sources. Currently, we are examining traditional journals as well as online articles concerning SUVs. We have also decided to distribute surveys to both SUV and non-SUV owners in order to be more aware of their attitudes towards SUVs and the subject of purchasing a sport utility vehicle. The survey was carefully designed to gain both insight and information on what features are important to consumers of SUV's, but also the background of the respondents themselves. The reason for this is because we are trying to determine what possible external factors influence them as consumers, and the extent of the influence regarding sport utility vehicle purchases. Our sample size was 80 people, all from the Chicago area varying in ages from 18-60. 7 8



Solomon, 2004, Consumer Behavior page 293 Solomon, 2004, Consumer Behavior page 119-120
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The results of our findings will help us to gain further knowledge into the trends of consumer behavior involving SUVs. Once we tabulate the results we will discuss any findings and new ideas we have found, and eventually be able to determine recommendations for action taken by marketing executives in the automobile industry to better reach potential consumers, and understand what is important to the consumer.



EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT AND CONSUMER BEHAVIOR Consumer’s behaviors are affected by many factors, some internal and others external. Our study of the SUV is a good demonstration of how the external environment can guide and influence consumer’s purchases. A lot of it has to do with consumer’s confidence, which can be defined as “the extent to which people are optimistic or pessimistic about the future health of the economy and how they will fare down the road.”9 In the aftermath of natural disaster, consumers often experience feelings of doubt and anxiousness about money and properties. These feelings as a result, translate to beliefs that can influence how much money consumers will spend and what they will buy. Often, if people feel pessimistic about the state of the economy, they will tend to cut back on their spending and take on less debt. On the other hand, if people feel optimistic about the future, they will spend more and reduce the amount of savings.10 In the recent tragedy of Hurricane Katrina and Rita, consumers now more than ever are conscious of their spending. Their purchasing decisions are affected by their perceive risk of the SUV industry. A perceived risk is the belief that the product has potentially negative consequences.11 A major part of this is due to the rising gas prices that have resulted from the hurricanes. An increase in gasoline price is a perceived risk for many because it is not a positive



9



Solomon, 2004, Consumer Behavior page 442 Solomon, 2004, Consumer Behavior page 443 11 Solomon, 2004, Consumer Behavior page 304 10
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reinforcement. While for some people, a product that is too expensive is a perceive risk, added expense such as gas can also be a perceived risk. According to an article from the Washington Post it said, “Consumers who were already juggling their budgets due to the higher cost of gasoline had to contend with prices that soared past $3 a gallon. And the two hurricanes, particularly Katrina, have led to hundreds of thousands of job losses, making people across the country uneasy about the economy.”12 Also, in the same article, it states that since September 2005, consumer’s confidence suffered its biggest drop in 15 years. The drop in consumer confidence, in turn, has had a dramatic effect on the declining sales of SUVs. Another article from the Washington Post recalls “SUVs took a hit industry wide in the U.S. market as gas prices skyrocketed following Hurricane Katrina.”13 The increase of gas prices has created dissatisfaction for the consumer because now their expenses are affected. This situation becomes a problem that needs to be solved for consumer; otherwise known as problem recognition. Problem recognition occurs when a consumer sees a significant difference between his or her current state of affairs and some ideal or desired state. The problem can be small or large simple or complex.14 As a result of the gas price drastically increasing which caused SUV sales to plummet, we saw an increase in purchases of more fuel-efficient cars. This is the consumer’s way of dealing with their problem recognition, which was to buy cars that could have more gas mileage per gallon. Most were of foreign brands such as Toyota and the makers of hybrids, have been known to have better gas mileage. In fact, the top three vehicles in EPA fuel economy ratings nowadays are hybrids.15



12



The Washington Post “Low Retail Sales Suggests Consumer’s Anxiety”- October 7, 2005. The Washington Post “GM, Ford Sales Tumble in September”- October 3, 2005. 14 Solomon, 2004, Consumer Behavior page 304 15 Yahoo! Autos “Why Buy a Hybrid” 13
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Generally, regular cars come equipped with a much more powerful engine that is needed for most of our daily functions and as a result, they are not as efficient. Hybrid cars, however, often have smaller engines which are more fuel-efficient and can provide basically all general driving needs. Furthermore, systems like the Toyota Hybrid System lets the driver accelerates from a stop just on electrical power and generating zero emissions.16 Hybrid cars can also shut off the gasoline engine when the car is stopped so that fuel is not wasted. This is very appealing to most of the consumers, especially the ones who are gas-price conscious. A good example of a hybrid automobile is the Toyota Prius which was named the “2004 North American Car of the Year,” have had great success since the event of the Hurricane Katrina. The Prius can in fact run for a while on battery power while the gasoline engine provides additional power.17 More consumers are looking into hybrids as their alternate choice, which is a form of variety seeking. Variety seeking is the desire to choose new alternatives over more familiar ones.18 “Toyota's record sales reflect increased interest in fuel-efficient vehicles and hybrids,” Toyota's North American President Jim Press said.19 This indicates that more people are concerned about the high cost of gas. In turn, this limits how much consumers can buy with their money and affects their consumption preferences. As SUVs no longer look like an appealing choice, many people are turning toward hybrids. In fact, recently the sales of the hybrid Toyota Prius, and the hybrid version of the Ford Escape, have surged 90%.20 Hybrid cars make sense for fuel efficiency purposes, but what about for comfort and safety? People’s attitude towards SUVs is that the bigger and more expensive the vehicles are,



16



Yahoo! Autos “Why Buy a Hybrid” Yahoo! Autos “ Hybrid Powertrains Gain Respect” 18 Solomon, 2004, Consumer Behavior page 298 19 The Washington Post “GM, Ford Sales Tumble in September” 20 New York Times “Big SUV’s Lag in Sales, Hindered by Gas Cost” 17
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the safer they will be. This is simply not the case. SUV drivers are far less safe than motorists driving regular cars. SUVs contribute to more than 3,000 needless highway deaths annually.21 The occupants’ death rate in SUVs is 6% higher than it is for cars. The major reason for this is the SUVs high rollover risk. In the 2000, 62% of SUV deaths occurred from rollover accidents. Many people believe that SUVs handles better, but in fact they do not handle well at all. The drivers cannot respond fast enough when they hit an area of the road with uneven pavement. At high speeds, just a small bump can potentially flip over the entire SUV. In addition, the government does not require manufactures to reinforced the roofs of SUVs to protect its passengers in case of a rollover accident.22 Even so, the largest change in the percentage of sales among automobiles from August 2004 to August 2005 are the Hummer and Land Rover, which are both SUVs. The sales of the Hummer went up 164.9%, while the Land Rover went up by 78.2%.23 The one thing that both SUVs have in common is that they are both considered as luxury SUVs. The base price for a 2006 H2 Hummer SUV is $53,855. The price for their new smaller Hummer, the H3 is $29,500.24 The Land Rover’s Range Rover starting cost is at $74,950. Whereas their cheapest SUV, the Freelander cost $27,495.25 Both brands of SUVs cost upward of $27,000. But why would consumers want to buy a Hummer H2 or Range Rover? Is there not a vehicle that is safer, more comfortable, and cost a lot less than a SUV? The answer is yes, the minivan. Minivans are designed for family-oriented needs therefore safety and comfort features are on top of the list. Minivans are among the safest and most comfortable vehicles available, not to 21



Bradsher, High and Mighty, 2002 Mencimer, Stephanie. "Bumper Mentality." Washington Monthly 23 See Appendix I 24 www.hummer.com, Finance Tools Pricing 25 www.landroverusa.com/us/en/Vehicles/home.htm, Vehicles Overview 22
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mention their cost-effective price. The Honda Odyssey is rated one of the safest vehicles of 2005, “considered by many to be the finest minivan on the market, the Odyssey offers all the latest passive and active crash-avoidance and occupant protection equipment including Vehicle Stability Assist (VSA), three-row side-curtain airbags with rollover sensors, and run-flat tires.”26 Toyota’s minivan, the Sienna, has spacious accommodations for eight passengers and all the bells and whistles including three-zone climate control.27 In addition, the base price of the Odyssey is only $25,195, and for the Sienna is $23,425, which is half the cost of a H2 Hummer, and one-third the cost of a Range Rover. So we can conclude that SUVs are not as safe as people think they are, and that money does not always equal a safe ride. Comfort of a SUV can be comparable to that of the minivans at only a fraction of the cost. Then why do people want to purchase a Hummer or Land Rover? It has to do with people’s evoked set. Evoked set is the products that are already in memory plus those prominent in the retail environment that are actively considered during a consumer’s choice process.28 When people think of safety and comfort, they automatically think of SUVs. This is because of people’s evoked set and perception of the SUV. And when they think of SUVs, they automatically think of high-ends, luxurious SUVs, such as the H2 Hummer and Range Rover, because they are perceived to be the safest and most comfortable. There are only a few brands of SUVs that are stores in a consumers’ evoked set, and most people will recall the more luxurious kinds of SUVs like a Range Rover, rather than a Jeep Cherokee.



26



Peters, "Safety: 2005's Top Safe Vehicles." Huffman, "2004 Toyota Sienna: One Step Beyond the Odyssey." 28 Solomon, 2004, Consumer Behavior page 305 27
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ANALYSIS OF THE SURVEY FINDINGS From our sample size of 80 surveys29 that our team collected, 75 of them were used for analysis. The reasons for any surveys that were not taken into considerations were as follows: it was incomplete because it had missing data, or the respondent filled out the survey incorrectly. Out of the 75 respondents, 67 of them or 88% said that they have or had own a SUV. Eight people or 11% said they have never owned one.30 Next, we seek to profile the owners of SUVs into specific areas of demographics. We chose to obtain information from four types of demographics: age group, marital status, children, and annual household income. Within the category of age group, the largest group of SUV owners is between the age of 25-40 with 41% of the respondents. Coming in at second is the age group of 41-60 with 35%. And lastly 24% of the respondents who owns a SUV is in the age group of 18-24. We did not have any respondents who own a SUV who were over the age of 60 years old.31 For marital status, the largest group that owns a SUV is by far married people. 78% are married, while only 15% are single, and 7% are either divorced, separated or widowed.32 As for whether our respondents have children or not, the majority of them do have children. 65% have children compare to 35% who do not.33 The last characteristic that we wished to profile was annual household income. The results of our surveys are as follow: 13% of our respondents that owns a SUV have an annual household income of $25,000 or less. 12% makes $25,000 to $35,000, and another 12% makes $35,000-$50,000 a year. A majority of our respondents makes upwards of $50,000. 27% said 29



See Appendix A: The Survey See Appendix B: Chart of People Who Owns SUVs 31 See Appendix C: Chart of Age Groups 32 See Appendix D: Chart of Marital Status 33 See Appendix E: Chart of Children Status 30
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that they make $50,000 to $75,000, 20% said they make $75,000 to $100,000, and 16% makes $100,000 or more annually.34 We also asked our respondents which group of people or individual in their lives is most significant that will influence their SUV purchasing decision. In other words, who do they consider when buying a SUV. These significant figures includes, spouse, children, parents, relatives, and friends. 43% said that their spouse is the most significant figure that influence their purchase of a SUV. A close second was children with 39%. 11% said parents, and rounding out with friends at 5% and relatives at 2%.35 Finally, the last study we wished to observe was the degree of importance of six certain attributes in their decision to purchase a SUV. Our respondents were asked to rank in order of importance six attributes that determined their reason for buying a SUV. The attributes that account for the reasons are accessories, safety features, comfort, need, social status, and sport usage. According to our survey results, safety features are the number one reason for purchasing a SUV. 20 respondents choose safety features as their most important attribute in their purchasing decision of a SUV. The second most important attribute is comfort, follow by accessories, need, and sport usage. Social status was found to be the least important factor in buying a SUV with 19 respondents ranking it last.36



34



See Appendix F: Chart of Household Annual Income See Appendix G: Chart of Significant Factors that Impacted Decision 36 See Appendix H: Chart of Most Important Attributes 35
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS To sum up the results from our survey: majority of SUV owners are between the age group of 24 to 40 years old, they are married with children, and most have an annual household income of $50,000 and upward. Their most significant factor that influence their decision to purchase a SUV is their spouse. And lastly, they consider safety to be the most important feature when buying a SUV. Most of our survey findings are consistent with our secondary research. In our secondary research, we found that the sales of luxury SUVs were on the rise. This in part could be due to the fact that most SUV owners are well off financially. Again, from our surveys, 63% makes $50,000 or more annually, 36% makes $75,000 and upward. Obviously people who are financially stable could afford the high end SUVs and not have to worry about the gas prices. Another interesting fact is that most of the SUV owners are family-oriented people. They are married and have children. According to our surveys, their spouses and kids are the most important factors in buying a SUV. And of those people, their major reasons for purchasing a SUV were comfort and safety features the vehicles have to offer. Here is where our secondary research and survey findings contradict. People’s perception of the SUV is that the larger and more expensive they are, the safer and more comfortable it will be. Clearly the sales of these top two selling SUVs, the Hummer and Land Rover are from the well-off consumers who are looking for luxury, comfort and safety. If it is comfort and safety features that they are looking for, why not buy a minivan? Minivans have the same features if not better than the SUVs at only a fraction of the cost. In addition, because minivans are a family-oriented vehicle, safety and comfort features are their priorities. As mentioned before, SUVs are not as safe as people think they are. People buy SUVs
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for the safety, however from our secondary research; we found that they have the highest rates of rollover of any vehicles. The only logical reason why people would buy SUVs is simply because they could afford it.



RECOMMENDATIONS It has already been established that several factors in the external environment have caused the sales of SUV’s to go into a slump. Although the present outlook is not great, there are several possible alternatives that can be executed to save the sport utility vehicle’s industry. These include: a readjustment of the current target market (with an increased focus on the luxury SUV), increased focus on hybrid SUVs, and offering further sales and promotions. The first two solutions regard a modification of the segmentation strategy, while the third solution suggests offering discounts to consumers to increase sales. When one thinks of an SUV, they most likely think of the rugged off road image that SUVs are so well known for. Although this image is not incorrect, several automakers have been shifting the focus away from the usual target market and focusing on new territory. For those who have, this has been the best move possible given the current circumstances. Although the sales of mid class SUVs have been hurt dramatically over the past several months, this drop has not really affected the luxury segment.37 After all, a consumer who can afford to pay over $50,000 for a car is less likely to worry about the increase in gas prices.38 By adopting a new positioning strategy, and selling more SUVs as luxury vehicles, automakers would most likely be able to move into a more stable and profitable target market. This belief was reinforced through our primary research.39



37



Murphey, "Car Dealer Rolls with Luxury Sales." Murphey, "Car Dealer Rolls with Luxury Sales." 39 Refer to Previous Section: Survey Findings 38
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In our surveys, we found that approximately 63% of our respondents had an annual household income of $50,000 or more.40 Furthermore, we also found that 78% of our respondents were married,41 and 65% of them also have children,42 which imply that they are financially stable because they have to have enough income to support the entire family. Although a redesigned positioning strategy has the potential to be a successful, it will also be a very expensive and time consuming.43 For this reason, it might make more sense to shift the focus from traditional forms of SUVs to their hybrid counterparts. At a first glance, focusing on hybrid SUVs seems like a very good idea. They get significantly better gas mileage, 26 miles per gallon compared to the 13 miles per gallon that SUVs get on average.44 Further, their popularity is generating waiting lists of up to 400 people for new models.45 Each of these factors causes the hybrid SUV to be more attractive than their traditional counterparts. Although these factors make hybrid SUVs seem more attractive than their traditional counterparts, there are still several drawbacks to consider. Although hybrid SUVs are more fuelefficient than regular SUVs, they still receive significantly less gas mileage than the smaller compact cars that they compete with. In addition, the hybrid engines in SUVs only work at lower speeds, causing inconsistent gas mileage.46 Finally, these SUVs are also more expensive than traditional SUVs so a modified segmentation approach might be necessary if the industry hopes to make profits. By modifying their segmentation strategy, marketers might be able to widen the overall market for SUVs in spite of the current negative economic positions. Although there are several 40



See Appendix F See Appendix D 42 See Appendix E 43 Murphey, "Car Dealer Rolls with Luxury Sales." 44 Consumer Reports 45 Glover, "Hybrid SUV has it all Power, size, mileage, low emissions and Lexus luxury." 46 Consumer Reports: "Best in Class-SUVs" 41
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ways to go about this, the easiest is the use of a product matrix or conducting a survey. By using a product matrix, marketers can re-indentify what it is that makes people want to purchase SUVs, and attempt to fill these needs directly from their add campaigns. Although they will need a lot of primary research to do this correctly, the end result will most likely be increased sales and a greater overall target market. From our survey, we found that many individuals who purchase SUVs are married with children. We also found that safety and space were the two of the most important features in buying a car, From this information we have been able to conclude that such ad’s as, “Built Ford Tough” do not reach the current overall target market. We believe that if automakers readjust their ads to make SUVs seem more family friendly, they will be able to greatly increase their sales. The final solution suggests that automakers should attach incentives to vehicles such as discounted pricing or free gas. Although this idea seems absurd, it actually accounts for 21% of lost sales on new SUVs. Further, this is the third most cited cause of buyers rejecting a vehicle.47 By offering incentives, automakers can offset other factors such as poor gas mileage, or high monthly payments. Promotions, such as with the other examples, have the potential to cause a large increase in SUV sales and promote brand loyalty. Unfortunately, this solution also has several drawbacks. As shown in recent studies, buyers have come to expect discounts or incentives when they buy new cars. The absence of these incentives can cause buyers to opt out at the last minute and buy from a different dealership altogether. This, in turn, leads to an even further decrease in already low sales. After examining each potential solution, one is left with the question of which is best. Although one solution may seem better than the others, there is no possible way to rank any of 47



Greenberg, "No relief on gas tax from Ontario: McGuinty: Buy hybrid vehicles."
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these solutions. Each of these has its own advantages and drawbacks. For this reason, the best solution may be time. With time, SUV makers will be able to observe trends and decide on the best course of actions. Hopefully, they will have enough time to find the answers before they go extinct themselves.



CONCLUSIONS As we write this section of the paper it is interesting to note that SUVs are slowly beginning to make a comeback. As gas prices have begun to go down again, the sales of SUVs have inversely risen. Although this is good for automakers in the short term, it will not ensure their long -term profitability. At the time this paper was being written, SUV makers were being hit hard from external factors such as Hurricane Katrina and rising gas prices. Although the general outlook for the SUV has remained negative until recently, it is good to see that SUVs are coming back. Despite the semi good news, there is caution to the SUV industry that it is easy for them to make the same mistake once again. If SUVs are to survive the next national crisis, they will have to diversify both their product offering as well as their target market. By doing this, they will have people to market to both in good times and bad. This will not only insure their survival, but will also make them more popular on the whole. With this in mind, we would like to remind the reader of one of our opening statements in this paper: “SUVs are driven by everyone from soccer moms to celebrities.” With this quote in mind, we conclude that automakers should do their best to market to each group that the SUV appeals to. This, as stated above, is a surefire way to ensure the survival of the Sport Utility Vehicle.
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REFLECTIVE ANALYSIS As a team we learned a great deal from this research assignment. Along the duration of our research, we seek to gain a better insight into consumer behavior by creating a survey. While this method of primary research offers us some interesting findings, we also realized that there were some areas within our research scope that we could improved upon such as the content of our surveys, its results and additional primary research. In regarding to our surveys, upon the final collection of the results, there were some important aspects that was omitted. Due to the nature of our survey being structured questions, it posed a disadvantage. This is because the answers were already chosen for the respondents. In this way, the respondents may not be able to truly and freely pinpoint the exact factor or combination of factors that affected their decision-making. For example, in Question 2,48 feedbacks from our respondents said that “visibility” was one of the reason they bought the SUV but it was not one of the choices. Likewise, in Question 4, respondents also said that one of their highly ranked attribute that was a vital role in their purchasing was “self.” This last omission could have had a big impact on the results of our findings. We think that doing a focus group where we can gather a circle of respondents and allow them to express their opinions openly rather than just doing surveys could have also added some new insights into our findings. Another reflection that we have is that the question of honesty in our response. The results of our survey indicated that status symbol was the last reason (least important attribute) when people buy a SUVs. This may result that people didn’t want to be honest or to claim that they buy their SUV because of the status symbol it represents because it is inconsistent with how they want others to see them as. However, it has been known that for the most part, automobiles



48



See Appendix A: The Survey
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are one of the line products that take on the part of the extended self.49 By this, it means that people sometimes incorporate personal possessions as part of themselves. In addition, people are likely to choose products that match some aspect of themselves according to the self-image congruence model.50 Thus, the common stereotype of judging someone by the car that they drive. This is how many different brands for automobiles exist and why industries can charge a higher price; because people buy items sometimes for the social status symbol. They want to be known that they owned something expensive or something that is considered a luxury. Perhaps if a different ranking scale was used or more attributes were given, we may find out if social status was indeed the least important ranking. Lastly, due to the topic of our research, our survey was extremely time sensitive. When we first started to work on our project, SUV sales were a big hit. Within a couple of weeks, the Hurricane Katrina disaster quickly changed the economic variables and SUV sales took a plunge. Even currently, the SUV industry sales are experiencing fluctuations. Gas prices, a major driven force of decision making among SUV buyers currently have decreased by a fraction. It is hard to say if the SUV industry will continue to suffer a decline in sales or if it will pick up again and how soon that will happen. In all, only time will be able to give us more information and allow us to make more accurate marketing decisions and forecasts.



49 50
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APPENDIX A SUVs Survey We are conducting a local area survey for our marketing consumer behavior class. We wish to research how the external environment affect consumer purchases specifically in the sports utility vehicle, SUV, industry. We hope to gain new insights into the underlying reasons for their buying behavior. Please answer the following questions to your best knowledge:



1. Have you ever owned a sport-utility vehicle?  Yes  No (If No, go to Question #6) 2. What do you mainly use your SUV for?  Transportation  Off-Roading  Towing  Other ____________________ 3. How important are the following attributes when you are considering purchasing a SUV? (rank in order of 1=most important, 6=least important) __ Accessories __ Safety features __ Comfort __ Need __ Social status __ Sport usage 4. Who was a significant factor(s) in your decision to buy a SUV? (check all that applies)  Spouse  Children  Parents  Relatives  Friends 5. Do you still own an SUV?  Yes (If Yes go to Question # 8)  No 6. Would you ever consider buying (another) SUV?  Yes  No 7. What are the reasons for your decision above?
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8. What type of vehicle do you own now? (check all that applies)  Sedan  Minivan  Hybrid  Motorcycle  Bicycle  Public transportation  I don’t have a car  Other ________________ 9. Your age:  18-24  25-40  41-60  60+ 10. Marital status:  Married  Single  Divorced/Separated/Widowed 11. Do you have children?  Yes  No 12. How many members are there in your household?  1-3  3-5  5-7  more than 7 13. What is the approximate combined annual income of your household before taxes?  Less than $25,000  $25,000- $35,000  $35,000- $50,000  $50,000- $75,000  $75,000-$100,000  More than $100,000



Thank you for your participation!
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APPENDIX B



# of People Who Own SUVs Missing/ Inapplicable Data 1%



No 11%



Yes 88%



Yes



No



Missing/ Inapplicable Data



APPENDIX C Age Group 60+ 0%



41-60 35%



18-24 24%



25-40 41% 18-24



25-40



41-60



60+
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APPENDIX D Marital Status D/S/W 7%



Single 15%



Married 78%



Married



Single



D/S/W



APPENDIX E Children No 35%



Yes 65%



Yes



No
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APPENDIX F Annual Household Income 


$100K+ 16%



$25K-$35K 12%



$75K-$100K 20%



$35K-$50K 12% $50K-$75K 27% 


$25K-$35K



$35K-$50K



$50K-$75K



$75K-$100K



APPENDIX G Significant Factors that Impacted Decision Relatives 2%



Friends 5%



Parents 11%



Spouse 43%



Children 39% Spouse



Children



Parents



Relatives
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Friends



$100K+



APPENDIX H Importance of Attributes in Purchasing an SUV



1st-Safety features



Attributes



2nd-Comfort 3rd-Accessories 4th-Need 5th-Sport usage 6th-Social Status 0



1



2



3



4



5



6



7



8



9



10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20



# of Occurences
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APPENDIX I Perspective How the past 5 Augusts rank for U.S. lightvehicle sales 1. 2002 1,705,647 2. 2003 1,631,225 3. 2005 1,483,721 4. 2001 1,452,349 5. 2004 1,429,508 Source: Automotive News Data Center



Top 10 vehicle sellers August 2005 1. Ford F series 2. Honda Accord 3. Chevrolet Silverado 4. Toyota Camry 5. Dodge Ram pickup 6. Honda Civic 7. Chevrolet Malibu 8. Nissan Altima 9. Toyota Corolla 10. Chevrolet TrailBlazer Source: Automotive News Data Center



Top 10 vehicle sellers 8 months 2005 1. Ford F series 625,047 2. Chevrolet Silverado 3. Toyota Camry 299,507 4. Dodge Ram pickup 5. Honda Accord 258,514 6. Honda Civic 203,673 7. Ford Explorer 183,999 8. Nissan Altima 178,703 9. GMC Sierra 171,139 10. Dodge Caravan/Gr. Caravan Source: Automotive News Data Center



90,388 46,153 39,896



Winners and losers August 2005 Change in sales from August 2004 Winners 1. Hummer 2. Land Rover 3. Mini 4. Honda 5. Scion Losers 1. Isuzu 2. Jaguar 3. GMC 4. Buick 5. Chevrolet 42,093 Source: Automotive News Data Center



164.9% 78.2% 43.2% 24.3% 22.0% -69.0% -31.5% -27.7% -19.9% -17.9%



38,681 34,762 24,201 23,362 22,810 22,251



Winners and losers



8 months 2005 Change in sales from 8 months 2004 Winners 1. Scion 2. Hummer 3. Land Rover 4. Mini 5. Chrysler division Losers 1. Isuzu 2. Jaguar 522,227 3. Mitsubishi 4. Volkswagen division 5. Pontiac 283,310 Source: Automotive News Data Center



169,552
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80.1% 76.0% 30.4% 27.4% 17.6% -53.4% -30.6% -29.6% -19.1% -10.6%



APPENDIX J



APPENDIX K



Here is a picture which perfectly illustrates American consumers exercising their individual right to freedom of expression by driving similar poorly designed, overpriced, inefficient SUVs in an urban setting
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